
Library Guides 

The TEI of Epirus Library Catalog is part of the Hellenic Academic Libraries Link Integrated Library Catalog (MITOS). It contains 

records of its printed material (books, journals, reference works, audiovisual material, etc.) available from all four libraries 

(Main Library of Arta and Branch Libraries of Ioannina, Preveza and Igoumenitsa.  

The catalog will help you to: 

 Find an item using its title of author name 

 Check item availability (location and class number) 

 

Access the catalog from everywhere at: http://opac.seab.gr/*eng 

  

 

Select “Enter the Library Catalog (OPAC)” in 

order to open a new window. 

The Library Catalog contains… 

...records of all printed or other type material of all four TEI of Epirus libraries’ collections. Each record contains fields describ-

ing the item providing information such as title, author name, publisher, year of publication etc. Items can be searched against 

author name, title or subject indexes.  

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Records do not give access to full text, they provide bibliographic information only (description and loca-

tion). 

Material types: 

Books, journals, journal articles, audiovisual material, music scores, et al.   

 

You cannot find: 

Degree thesis, faculty research papers and similar material. These are available through the Research Repository of the Institu-

tion and the Current Research Information System (CRIS) of TEI of Epirus.  

 Library Catalog Search Help 

http://opac.seab.gr/*eng
http://opac.seab.gr/*eng
http://apothetirio.teiep.gr/xmlui/?locale-attribute=en
http://cris.teiep.gr/jspui/?locale=en
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If you are looking for a certain item and you know its title (or word(s) of it, or author name, select the proper search field 

from the tabs.  

If you want to locate  items related to certain subject use the search tab Subject.  

 Start searching... 

 Step 1: Simple Search with Title word, Author name or Subject word 

 Select the index from the tab (e.g. 

Title) 

 Type in the term(s) (e.g. “operations 

research”) 

 Select the University Catalog (TEI of 

Epirus). 

 Press  Search. 

Always select the local University Catalog 

(TEI of Epirus) unless you want to search the 

integrated catalog. 

Subject terms which describe each item 

come from certain, controlled vocabularies 

and lists such as Library of Congress Subject 

Headings. That means a user has to know a 

certain term in order to find a result. Users 

are advised to use the Advanced Search 

option as well.  

 Searching with Title word performs the search anywhere within a book, journal or article title. 

 Searching with Author name locates material written or edited by a person, an institution or a conference (e.g. Bennet 

John, Eurostat, etc.) 

In order to expand you search or achieve better results you may: 

 Use subject terms from the records you have already found. 

 Search with subject terms  using the Keyword Index or the Any Field option at the Advanced Search 
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 Step 2: Check search results 

The list contains all items which include the 

desired words arranged in relativity order 

(Most relevant titles first). 

A summary record contains information 

about the title, the author, place of publica-

tion, time of publication etc. 

We also get information on copies availabil-

ity. Note call number and ask for the item 

or locate it on shelves.  

Important notice: Check the “There are 

additional copies/volumes of this item 

means” for more items. 

 Step 3: Locate item 

A typical book record contains: 

First section: item information (author 

name, title, place of publication, publisher 

name, date of publication). 

Second section: copies information 

(collection, call number, availability, bar-

code). 

Third section: more information about the 

item (edition number, series included, bibli-

ography, subject headings and keywords). 
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 Step 4: Advanced Search  

 Search tips 

Select the tab Advanced Search in order to 

combine terms and search multiple indexes.  

 Type in your search terms 

 Choose the desired indexes to search 

(e.g. Any Field/Title/Author, etc,) 

 Combine terms with Boolean opera-

tors (AND, OR, AND NOT). 

 Select library collection to perform 

the search (e.g. TEI of Epirus) 

 Press Search. 

Search tip: read the Search Tips at the 

bottom of page to improve search results. 

For example you may use the truncation 

symbol (*) in order to get more results. 

 Advanced search using Boolean operators 

Logical operators or Boolean operators are words or symbols that define logical relations between two or more terms. They 

allow users to expand or limit their search. 

 Using AND logic we retrieve records which contain both or all search terms. 

 Using OR logic we retrieve records which contain at least one of the search terms. 

 Using NOT (or AND NOT) logic we retrieve records which do not contain the term we excluded. 

 Truncation (*) 

You may use the asterisk (*) in order to truncate a search term and perform an open-ended search. For example environm* 

will yield environment or environmental or environmentalist, etc.  

 Field limits 

A field limit causes the system to search only the specified field for the specified word(s).  

 Ask for assistance in using the Catalog at the Circulation Desk 


